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and best experience 
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Citrix Ready Standard Endpoint:

Endpoints with this classification generally serve daily 
task workers, who need access to business productivity, 
SaaS, and/or web apps and a fully hosted desktop for 
managing their business needs. These are capable 
enough to leverage the application and desktop 
virtualisation features offered by Citrix Workspace. 
Furthermore, these devices can be primarily used to 
connect to remote applications and desktops while 
the actual workload is handled at the virtual machine’s 
backend resource location. 

Additional Capabilities:

1. Play server rendered windows media files
2. Print from a published application or virtual desktop
3. Support multiple virtual channels for any peripherals 

and devices redirection. 
4. Support multi-monitors with FHD resolution and rich 

graphics applications
5. Read the microapp notifications, display the page 

and take action.

Citrix Ready Premium Endpoint:

Endpoints with this classification are a high performance 
devices, supporting the most demanding needs of power 
users. In addition to the functionalities offered by the 
standard endpoints, these are validated to support the 
utilization of the endpoint’s hardware resources. Choose 
these endpoints to enhance the real-time and secure 
remote access experience for users.

Additional Capabilities:

1. Smart card authentication support with standard PIV 
compliant device

2. Support Unified Communication solutions such as 
Microsoft Teams and/or Zoom Plugin

3. Windows media redirection  
(rendered from endpoint’s hardware)

4. HTML5 multimedia redirection support  
(rendered from endpoint’s hardware)

5. Browser content redirection support

Endpoints are a critical element in creating a work-from-anywhere experience that actually works and delivers 
the kind of personalized experience that an end-user expects from their technology. Depending upon the scope, 
nature and different kinds of work that need to get done, individuals and enterprises have varied requirements 
and expectations on how these devices need to work. With thousands of endpoints available, it can be challenging 
to easily find the right endpoint for your needs. Moreover, you’ll want to know which endpoints are integrated and 
verified to work with the latest version of Citrix Workspace, Citrix Workspace app and Citrix Cloud Services. When you 
add it all up, it can be quite a time consuming and challenging task. 

This document will help you navigate and simplify your purchasing decision. First, we help by breaking down all 
endpoints into two categories: Standard and Premium. These categories are based on the verification of specific 
features, functionalities and technologies that the endpoints utilizes in conjunction with Citrix technology.

Standard vs. Premium Endpoint Criteria

Your business is unique and so are your users. With thousands of endpoints to choose from making a decision on 
which one is best can challenging. Below is a complete list of the key criteria a vendor’s endpoint must pass in order 
to be classified as either Standard or Premium. All endpoints in the Citrix Ready Marketplace use this classification 
system to make it easy for you to find the device that’s best suited for your needs.
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Type Test Standard Premium

Multimedia

Hardware Accelaration using H265 Codec Support (Optional) x

Video Conferencing on Skype for Business with HDX Real Time 
Optimization Pack Support

x

Optimization for Microsoft Teams Support x

HTML5 Redirection Support x

Browser Content Redirection Support x

Windown Media Stream Redirection Support x

Security PIV Smartcard Support x

Citrix 
Workspace 

Enablers

Citrix Cloud Services Support x x

Citrix Files access and Experience Support x x

Citrix Workspace App Support x x

Citrix Workspace Support x x

Access Secure SaaS and Web Application x x

Devices

Plug n Play Devices Redirection x x

High-Definition Webcam Streaming x x

3D Mouse Support and Redirection x x

Graphics

Rich Graphics Application Support x x

Multi Monitor Support for 2D and 3D Applications x x

Pixel Perfect Lossless Compression x x

2D Graphics - Server Rendered Virtual Application x x

Multimedia Video Playback - Server Renderd  Windows Media Redirection x x

Print Client Printer Test Using Citrix Universal Printer Driver x x

General

HDX Traffic Management and Monitoring with Citrix ADM 
(optional)

x x

Accelerated Traffic Support through Citrix SD-WAN (optional) x x
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